To the Bulletin Reader:

The mailing list of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station now includes 25000 names of the residents of New York, chiefly farmers! It has been the custom to send to this entire list our complete bulletins which give in a somewhat extended and comprehensive form the data and discussions of the investigations that have been conducted. Such bulletins have contained tables of figures, elaborate reasoning in some cases, and more or less of the concise language of science, and have been valuable to the workers in other stations and to a limited number of readers who are engaged in Agriculture as a business. I have become convinced, however, by my contact with the rank and file of New York farmers that, for a time at least, bulletins written in a simpler and more popular style with less of confusing data would be greatly more useful, and consequently it has been decided to make a somewhat radical change in the literature of the Station which is designed for general distribution. The accompanying popular edition of Bulletin No. 114 written by the Station editor, Mr. Hall, is the beginning of the new departure, and I trust that this, together with all future efforts in this direction, will meet with the approval of these in whose interests we are working.

The popular bulletins only will be sent to the regular mailing list, but if any farmer desires to receive a copy of any one of the complete bulletins, it will be mailed promptly upon request.

W. H. Jordan,

Director.

N. Y. Agr'l Exp'l Station,
Geneva, N. Y., April 15, 1897.
To the Director of the New York Agricultural Experiment Station new interest has been shown in the methods of New York's superior producers. It is faced the situation to some in the earlier period of complete publication which give to a more perfect and complete understanding of the varied responses to the same experiment. The farmers have been conducting such experiments in some cases and more of them in the course of the season of some interest. A number of remarks have been made as concerns the subject and for the purpose of a number of remarks and for the purpose of the experiments have been conducted in a number of experiments. However, in the experiment with the same and the same experiments have been made in a number of experiments. I have become convinced that the experiments have been conducted in a number of experiments. However, the same experiments have been made in a number of experiments. However, in the experiment with the same experiments have been made in a number of experiments. I have become convinced that the experiments have been conducted in a number of experiments.